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EN 

European Institute of Innovation and Technology 
During its April plenary session, the European Parliament will hold a joint debate on EU research and innovation. 
This will include a discussion of two proposals relating to the European Institute of Innovation and Technology 
(EIT): a recast EIT regulation and an EIT strategic innovation agenda for the 2021-2027 period. Parliament and the 
Council have reached political agreement on both and Parliament is now due to vote on adopting the two texts.   

Background 
The EIT was created in 2008 and is located in Budapest. It has become the EU body that aims to increase 
economic growth and job creation by promoting 'knowledge triangle' activities (higher education, 
research, innovation). EIT currently operates through eight 'knowledge and innovation communities' (KICs) 
that address societal challenges (e.g. digitalisation, urban mobility, climate and raw materials). KIC grants 
can last up to 15 years and involve collaboration between different types of knowledge actors. The EIT was 
an integral part of Horizon 2020, the EU programme for research and innovation. Horizon 2020 is being 
phased out and replaced by Horizon Europe under the 2021-2027 Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF), 
which in turn requires a new EIT regulation and a new EIT strategic innovation agenda.   

European Commission proposal 
In July 2019, the Commission proposed a legislative package on the EIT, consisting of a recast regulation 
and a decision on the EIT strategic innovation agenda (SIA) for the 2021-2027 period. The Commission 
proposed a €3 billion budget (in current prices) for the EIT (2021-2027), the launching of two new KICs (one 
for the cultural and creative sectors), and a revised system of governance. The new SIA would contribute to 
more industrial competitiveness and excellent science, with an existing voluntary regional innovation 
scheme to become a more integrated part of the EIT’s future financing grants. 

European Parliament position 
The recast EIT regulation and the new SIA were referred to Parliament's Committee for Industry, Research 
and Energy (ITRE), which appointed separate rapporteurs. In June 2020, the final ITRE reports were adopted 
and they suggested a number of modifications to the Commission proposal, including more flexible EIT 
financing in the years 2021 and 2022 because of the coronavirus crisis. In subsequent years (2023-2027), EIT 
grant agreements with KICs would become multiannual rather than annual. Other proposed changes 
would broaden the geographical coverage of KICs and seek to ensure a better gender balance. Parliament 
proposed a €4.8 billion EIT budget (in current prices) for 2021-2027, equivalent to 4 % of the Horizon Europe 
budget. However, protracted MFF negotiations ultimately resulted in a much lower EIT budget of only 
€2.965 billion (in current prices), equivalent to 3.1 % of a Horizon Europe budget that was also more 
constrained. After trilogue negotiations, an interinstitutional agreement was reached on both files in 
January 2021 and the agreed text was endorsed by Coreper, for the Council, on 17 February 2021 and then 
approved in the ITRE committee meeting of 23 February 2021. The texts now need to be formally adopted 
by Parliament, and are scheduled to be voted during the April plenary session. 

First-reading reports: EIT recast regulation 2019/0151(COD), 
rapporteur Marisa Matias (The Left, Portugal); EIT strategic 
innovation agenda 2021-2027 2019/0152(COD), rapporteur 
Maria da Graça Carvalho (EPP, Portugal); Committee 
responsible: ITRE. For further information, see our 'EU 
Legislation in progress' briefing. 
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